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    Your Industry*

    
        
            -- Select --
Food and Beverage
Forestry
Agricultural
Bulk Material
Other industries


        

    


    








    I am an*

    
        
            -- Select --
End User
OEM of conveyors/equipment
Reseller/Distributor
Consultant
Other
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    Job Role*

    
        
            -- Select --
Owner/C-Suite
Plant Manager
Engineering
Maintenance
Operations/Production
Sanitation
Quality Assuance/Compliance
Purchasing
Accounting
Research and Development
Sales
Marketing
Other
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                            The Birth of a King

Uniking Canada was born through an idea of a group of partners who owned several manufacturing companies. The idea was to start a company who resources were solely concentrated on building the most extensive and expert conveyor team. Not spending money on the manufacturing process, but investing it in the innovation and partners.

                        

                        
                            Uniking Expands its global partners with a number of European Factories

                        

                        
                            Uniking Sales network expands from Quebec to across Canada

                        

                        
                            Launch our Plastic Division to expand and support the Food and Beverage industry

                        

                        
                            Establishes 2 new locations in Ontario and Western Canada

                        

                        
                            Building our new Headquarters in Mirabel Quebec

                        

                        
                            Establish our Agricultural Division in Central Canada to offer a complete department to support the heart of Canada’s Ag industry.

                        

                        
                            Establish our Forestry Division soley concentrating on the Wood product manufacturing, with experts specialized in the Forestry industry.
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										Global partnered factories
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										Sales support across 4 continents


								

							

						

					


					
						
							
								

								+1750

								
										Global manufacturing facilities
	served per year
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										Customer service accuracy 
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										UNIKING CANADA
										
									

								

								
									
										
										MISSION STATEMENT
										
									

								

								
									
										
										CORE VALUES
										
									

								

							

							
								
									
										Welcome to Uniking Canada! We are a sales company that specializes in providing top-quality conveyor 
										belts and conveyor chains across Canada. We have been in business since 2002, and we have grown to 
										become Canada's leading provider of chains and conveyor belting.
										


										Our team is dedicated to providing excellent customer service and expert advice on our products. We 
										understand that every business has unique needs, which is why we offer a wide range of conveyor 
										solutions to meet your specific requirements. We take pride in our ability to provide the right conveyor 
										products to optimize your production processes and minimize downtime.
										


										At our company, we only work with the best manufacturers to provide our customers with reliable and 
										durable conveyor belts and chains. We offer a vast selection of products, ranging from modular belts to 
										drag chains. Our products are suitable for a variety of industries such as  Food and Beverage, Agricultural 
										Manufacturing, Industrial Manufacturing to Forestry and Material Handling. 
										


										We understand that your business depends on reliable equipment, so we ensure that our products meet 
										our high standards of quality and durability. Our expert support staff are always ready to assist with 
										identifying, troubleshooting, and maintenance guidlines to provide a long-lasting solution for your 
										conveyor needs.
										


										If you're looking for a reliable and knowledgeable sales company to provide you with top-quality conveyor 
										belts and chains in Canada, look no further.  

									

								

							

								
								
								
									
										Our mission is to provide our valued customers with high-performing products and  innovative solutions 
											aimed at exceeding the expectations and increasing their bottom line, while keeping aligned to our core 
											values.  Innovation. Accuracy. Trust. Transparency.
											


											At the core of our culture are the values of innovation, trust, transparency, and accuracy. We believe that 
											building trust with our customers, partners, and team members is key to long-lasting relationships and 
											success. We are dedicated to being transparent in all our dealings and providing accurate information for 
											informed decision making.
											


											We are committed to delivering exceptional value to our customers by providing the highest quality belting 
											and chains. Our goal is to continuously innovate and improve our products and services to meet the 
											evolving needs of our customers.
											


											You can trust us to be your reliable partner in the industrial sector. Our team is dedicated to providing 
											exceptional customer service as we work together to achieve your goals.  
											Our care extends to the environment, employees, their families and community. We strive to provide a 
											safe, rewarding work environment that identifies individual achievement and fosters the skills of 
											teamwork and communication. 


											
											    
											        
											            
											                
											            

											            

											            Improved efficiency and product

											        
											    

											    
											        
											            
											                
											            

											            

											            Minimized product waste

											        
											    

											    
											        
											            
											                
											            

											            

											            Improved ease of doing business

											        
											    

											    
											        
											            
											                
											            

											            

											            Minimized plant downtime

											        
											    

											


									

								

							


								
								
									
										Welcome to Uniking Canada! Our core values reflect the principles that drive our decisions and actions to 
											ensure the best outcomes for our clients. 

										

										INNOVATION 

										We’re constantly thinking about conveyor chains and belting


										We value Innovation. We continually seek innovation, striving to stay at the forefront of technological 
										advancements. Our team employs creative problem-solving techniques to deliver cutting-edge solutions 
										that provide added value to our clients. 


										

										 
										TRUST  

										The Quality of Being Truthful


										
										We value Trust. We believe that trust is earned, and we uphold a high level of ethics and honesty, 
										ensuring our interactions are honest, open, and transparent. Our commitment to trust extends to our 
										relationships with clients and partners, building lasting relationships based on mutual trust and respect 


										


										TRANSPARENCY 

										It fosters growth and trust


										
										We value Transparency. We believe that transparency fosters trust, and we are committed to being open 
										and transparent in all our interactions with clients and partners. We provide clear, concise communication, 
										enabling our clients to make informed decisions confidently. 


										


										ACCURACY 

										Precise. Meticulous. Thorough. 


										
										We value Accuracy. We believe that accuracy is essential for success in our industry. We are committed 
										to maintaining the highest standards of accuracy and precision in all aspects of our work, ensuring that 
										our clients receive reliable and trustworthy information. 

									

								

							

						

                

	

    OUR TEAM LEADERS
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                Upgrade your industrial operations.

                 Top-quality solutions that drive efficiency and performance

            

            
                Get in Touch
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                    UNITING THE STRONGEST LINKS.

                    

                    Founded in 2002, Uniking Canada is a manufacturing agent for several European and American chain manufacturers. Thanks to a wide range of products, a constant desire for innovation and a high level of quality, Uniking Canada is able
                        to meet all the customers demands in collaboration with its partners.

                

            


            
                
                    CONTACT US.

                    

                     12985 Rue Brault, 
Mirabel, QC J7J 0W2

                     514-886-5270

					  info@unikingcanada.com
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